Invasive basosquamous cell carcinoma of the head treated with wide excision and reconstruction with fascia lata graft and two muscle flaps. Case report
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Abstract

Background: Basosquamous carcinoma (BSC) is a variant of basal cell carcinoma subtype that is locally aggressive with high tendency for recurrence and metastasis and a poor prognosis. Up to 95% are located in head and neck area. Treatment for invasive BSC with aggressive growth pattern is wide excision and reconstruction. Complex defects require free tissue transfer to protect underlying structures and to sustain the adjuvant radiotherapy.

Case report: A 57 year-old male presented with ulcerated, bleeding tumors in frontal and periauricular area, identified as BSC on biopsy. CT-scan revealed contact to dura mater. Wide excision included frontal bone and dura mater, frontal sinus, lateral orbital wall and exenteration, ear en-bloc with parotid gland. Dura mater was replaced with fascia lata graft, frontal sinus was filled with pedicled temporalis muscle and 20/25 cm soft tissue defect was covered with free Latissimus dorsi muscle anastomosed to superior thyroid artery and internal jugular vein branch, respectively. The muscle was skin grafted 14 days later.

Results: Postoperative recovery was complicated: cerebrospinal fluid leak, extradural hematoma, posthemorrhagic anemia, pneumonia, and withdrawal syndrome, remitted under specific treatment. Muscle flap survived entirely with skin graft fully integrated. Positive margins on dura mater and mastoid bone required radiotherapy.

Conclusions: Wide excision of head invasive BSC resulted in complex defect reconstructed with fascia lata graft, temporalis muscle and Latissimus dorsi free flap grafted secondarily. Short-term evaluation showed no recurrence and good life-quality; follow-up is needed to evaluate long-term results. Interdisciplinary approach is the key for patient’s successful treatment.
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Introduction

Basosquamous carcinoma (BSC) was first described by Hamilton in 1928 as an aggressive basal cell carcinoma subtype [1]. It is frequently underdiagnosed, due to
macroscopic resemblance with the basal cell carcinoma [2, 3].

Up to 95% of BSC are located in the head and neck area and have a poor prognosis as a result of high tendency for recurrence and metastases [2, 4]. The treatment is wide excision with complete peripheral and deep margins assessment and long-term follow-up, both clinical and CT scan [5-7].

Invasive BSC with bone and meningeal involvement yields complex defects, challenging to reconstruct. For defects larger than 50 cm², free flap reconstruction is advised [8]. Exposed brain requires dura mater plasty and soft tissue coverage to protect the underlying structures and to sustain the adjuvant radiotherapy. Due to poor long term results, primary radiotherapy is advised for inoperable tumors on lower eyelid, lips, nose, and ear, elders, patients without connective tissue diseases [5-7]. Adjuvant radiotherapy is critical for patients with high risk of recurrence - positive margins, perineural involvement, bone invasion and aggressive histologic features [9].

Case presentation

A 57 year-old male presented ulcerated tumor in the right frontal area fixed to the bone, with retracted eyebrow and eyelids. The patient presented a second tumor fixing the ear to the parotid gland (Figure 1).

CT-scan showed tumor extension to dura mater, superior and external orbital walls, superior rectus muscle (Figures 2-4) and frontal sinus and involvement of the right superficial parotid lobe and the external ear canal. Preoperative biopsy indicated BSC.

The patient had no significant medical history.

The Oncologic Board decided wide excision of tumor and invaded tissues with safe margins, followed by reconstruction; follow-up plan and adjuvant treatment took final histology into account.

The patient agreed to the proposed treatment after explanations from both plastic surgeon and neurosurgeon were provided.

Fig. 1. Frontal and preauricular tumors: Left - frontal aspect. Middle - right oblique anterior view. Right - view.

Fig. 2. Preoperative CT-scan sagittal view: tumor extension in contact to dura mater (arrow 1), superior rectus muscle and eyeball (arrow 2).
Anesthesiologist had their informed consent taken. Skin was incised circumferentially at 2 cm from tumor macroscopic margins, down to the bone. Wide right fronto-orbital craniectomy en-bloc with right frontal sinus, lateral orbital wall and zygomatic bone partially was performed, also at 2 cm from tumor margins on CT-scan (Figure 5).

**Fig. 3.** Preoperatory CT-scan sagittal view: the tumor invading the frontal bone, in vicinity of the frontal-zygomatic suture (arrow 3)

**Fig. 4.** CT-scan with 3D reconstruction of the skull: outer cortex of the right frontal bone, superior and lateral orbital walls affected.

**Fig. 5.** CT scan with 3D reconstruction of the skull: Left - the defect after excision of the right frontal bone (arrow 1), superior and lateral orbital walls, respectively (arrows 2); Middle - partial zygoma excision (arrow 3); Right - right frontal sinus defect (arrow 4).
Invasion of orbital content – superior rectus muscle and the eyeball required orbital exenteration. Dura mater was excised in circular fashion with wide margins. Epidural thin layer collection resembling tumor and pus was followed laterally until normal macroscopic dura mater appearance. The adherence between inner aspect of dura and external ear canal were excised. The subperiosteal excision of the external ear canal went down to the tympanic membrane. Excision of soft tissue was guided by serial superficial cerebral vessels made the dissection tedious. Dural margins were suspended with silk sutures to prevent postoperative epidural hematoma.

At 2 cm from second tumor margins the skin incision went circumferentially around the ear. The pavilion en-bloc with invaded parotid gland, facial nerve, masseter muscle and external ear canal were excised. The subperiosteal excision of the external ear canal went down to the tympanic membrane.

Fig. 6. Ear en-bloc with parotid gland, facial nerve and masseter muscle were excised with 2 cm safety margins from tumor edges

The temporalis muscle was raised in pedicled fashion, rotated and fixed to fill the right orbit and frontal sinus. Dura mater defect of 9/8 cm with exposed brain was reconstructed with fascia lata (FL) from ipsilateral thigh, sutured in watertight fashion in order to prevent postoperative cerebrospinal fluid (CFS) leak continuous locking manner to prevent postoperative CSF leak (Figure 7).

With the patient on left lateral decubitus, right Latissimus dorsi muscle flap was harvested on thoracodorsal pedicle.

Donor area was closed using our preferred method – quilting sutures, double layers for incision on 2 suctions drains. The muscle was transferred to cover the 20/25 cm post-excisional defect. Under microscope magnification, thoracodorsal pedicle was anastomosed to superior thyroid artery and a branch of internal jugular vein, respectively. Muscle flap was covered with Vaseline gauze and donor sites were closed in standard fashion.

Flap was monitored by visual exams and pin-prick every 2 hours for 3 days and every 6 hours thereafter.

The patient underwent monitoring for microsurgical cases according to ICU protocols.

Postoperative day (POD) 14 the muscle flap was grafted using split thickness skin harvested from anterolateral left thigh.
Fig. 7. The defect resulted after wide excision. Left - pedicled temporalis muscle was fixed in the right orbit and frontal sinus caudal from exposed brain. Right - dura mater was reconstructed using FL graft sutured circumferentially to the defect edges.

Results

The operation lasted for 17 hours and 2 combined teams including neurosurgeon rotated on the operating sites. Exposed brain was covered with FL graft; the orbit and frontal sinus were filled with pedicled temporalis muscle. Defect of 20/25 cm was covered with LDFF; the muscle was normally perfused throughout the postoperative period, completely covering the defect, with no signs of necrosis or hemorrhage (Figure 8).

Drainage in LD donor area was removed on POD 8; donor sites (trunk and thigh) healed uneventfully. Split-thickness skin graft was fully integrated at discharge POD 23.

On POD 2 after extubation, CSF started leaking through right frontal sinus and nose and posterior margin of the inset flap. External lumbar drainage released the intracranial fluid pressure and allowed for FL sealing by POD 20 when the device was removed. Daily drainage dropped from 125 cc to 10 cc, to a total amount of 765 cc.

Fig. 8. 3D reconstruction at POD 5 shows LDFF providing complete coverage. Left - frontal aspect. Middle - right oblique anterior view. Right - lateral aspect.
On day 4 of ICU stay the patient developed anxiety, fever, coughing, rapidly progressing to respiratory hypoxemic failure that imposed sedation, intubation and mechanical ventilation. Bilateral nosocomial pneumonia was treated with antibiotics and respiratory gymnastics. Despite recovery from respiratory failure and pneumonia, 7 days after ventilation the patient experienced problems in withdrawal from ventilator with two failed extubation attempts. Daily spontaneous breathing trials with proper adjustment of CSF pressure induced by changes in respiratory mechanics decided the right point of patient's withdrawal from respirator. After 12 days of ventilation the patient was extubated with no further respiratory complications.

A small left frontal epidural hematoma showed on CT scan; it was asymptomatic and resolved in time. Postoperative neurological examination was normal. 3D reconstruction showed no signs of intracranial hypertension or cerebral herniation.

The final histology exam confirmed BSC with perineural involvement, positive margins on dura mater and mastoid bone and one positive lymph node, undecided between local invasions vs. lymphatic metastasis (Figure 9). The deep biopsies from under the dura mater were all negative.

![Fig. 9. Final histology exam: representative aspect for BSC – nests of basaloid cells with peripheral palisading (arrow 1) in contact with zones of typical squamous proliferation (arrow 2).](image)

Oncologic Board recommended radiotherapy using an association between electrons and photons beams due to different depths of irradiated volume. The target includes tumor bed based on preoperative assessment and histology features, with margins for microscopic spread up to 20 mm. The radiotherapy of 70 Gy was fractioned by 2 Gy daily, 5 days per week for totally 7 weeks, with the patient immobilized in a thermoplastic shell to achieve stability and to maximize setup reproducibility. Follow-up included complete clinical examination monthly in the first year and CT-scans every 6 months for the first 3 years. Assessment for radiation related toxicity focused on weight loss, fatigue, xerostomia and oral mucositis, dysphagia, local erythema and desquamation.

Four months after surgery and undergoing radiotherapy, there were no local signs of recurrence. Peripheral facial nerve palsy in middle and lower thirds of the right hemiface did not impact patient's life quality; he did not complain about limited visual field as his left eye compensates for basic daily life (Figure 10).

No quantitative evaluation or questionnaires were applied.
Discussion

A 57-year-old male with BSC in the right frontal and periauricular area, extended to dura mater, orbit, parotid gland and the external ear canal, underwent wide excision and primary reconstruction using FL graft for dura mater and two muscle flaps - pedicled temporalis and LDFF. Positive margins on dura mater and the mastoid bone required adjuvant radiotherapy.

BSC is a rare subtype of basal cell carcinoma with high proliferative activity, locally aggressive and distance metastasis potential [2, 3, 10]. Developing mainly in the head and neck area, BSC is clinically indistinguishable from other basal cell carcinoma types [2, 4]. Histological exam before treatment planning is critical for recurrence prognosis and long term results [3, 5, 10].

The primary treatment is wide excision of the tumor with oncologic margins in order to prevent local recurrence. For high risk patients increased surveillance with prophylactic measures are needed, in order to reduce the recurrence rate [5].

Nonsurgical treatment options are limited, with unsatisfactory long-term results [11, 12]. Primary radiotherapy applies when surgery is contraindicated, elders, small tumors with a non-aggressive pattern and has a reported recurrence rate of 7.5%, compared to 0.7% for surgical excision. Radiotherapy alone is unable to provide margin assessment [5-7, 13]. However, the main indication is as adjuvant treatment for positive margins or perineural involvement [5, 13]. The local control after excision of different types of basal cell carcinoma with perineural involvement and adjuvant radiotherapy is 97% [9].

Surgical excision is considered the gold standard treatment for any type of basal cell carcinoma, including BSC. The excision is guided by frozen sections or Mohs micrographic technique [5].

The main advantages of Mohs surgery are the accuracy of margin assessment and the possibility of soft tissue preservation [12, 14]. In addition, Leibovitch et al, in a prospective study highlighted the lower recurrence rate for BSC treated with Mohs technique [4]. In a prospective randomized controlled trial, van Loo et al estimate the cumulative probability of recurrence rate 4.4% for Mohs surgery vs. 12.2% for standard excision [12]. However, in a randomized trial, comparing Mohs technique with classic excision, there were no statistical differences between the two, regarding basal cell carcinoma recurrence [6, 15, 16].
Row et al recommend Mohs surgery for recurrent basal cell carcinoma treatment [16, 17]. Exceeding the advantages, it is time-consuming and costs are greatly higher than classic excision [6].

Furthermore, Mohs surgery is used for cutaneous lesions, without bone involvement [14]. We chose the frozen section samplings due to its straightforward and the advantage to help timely-fashion excision. Skin tumors with bone and deeper invasion cannot be excised and brain let open until final pathology report is released few days later. Clinical and preoperative imageries assessment oriented the gross excision margins and for deeper and circumferential areas we do follow “sample as you go”.

However, frozen sections extensive tissue sampling from wide postexcisional defects carries the risk that positive margin may be overlooked. From a 20/25 cm excision area, only two samples turned to be positive, one in dura mater and second in mastoid bone, showing frozen sections limitations.

Our patient was included in a high risk category for recurrence based on histological type, scalp and forehead location, size over 10 mm with poorly defined borders, aggressive growth pattern and perineural involvement, requiring wide excision, reconstruction with adjuvant radiotherapy [5].

The 57 year-old patient, without morbidities or contraindications for surgery, was suitable to undergo excision and reconstruction. Due to wide excision of soft tissue, calvarial bone and dura mater, immediate reconstruction was necessary in order to protect the brain tissue. Dura mater substitutes vary from autografts to semi-synthetic and xenografts.

Autografts are preferred, due to texture close to human dura, flexibility, good tensile strength, non-immunogenic and disease-free. Fat grafting is not suitable for sizable defect of dura mater with exposed brain, and also the temporalis fascia or the pericranium was insufficient to achieve coverage [18, 19].

FL was harvested by the second team while neurosurgeon completed the excision. Concomitant operations were decided in order to expedite the surgery and the thigh donor scarring site was considered acceptable [18].

Moreover, the surrounding scalp and pericranium was left intact as a reliable lifeboat in case of minor flap loss or secondary revisions without the need for complex reconstruction or another donor site.

Scalp reconstruction is challenging after wide excision, not because of the amount of tissue lacking but because of complex defect. Even though highly vascularized, the scalp has decreased elasticity, which leaves few reconstruction techniques available for large defects [8]. Small frontal defects can be covered with rotated flaps; however there are few techniques using local flaps to grant total coverage.

Orticochea flap is not a choice for our patient due to scarce remaining soft tissue. In combined frontal and face defects, the remaining scalp is largely insufficient as donor. Rule of thumb, for a defect over 50 cm², is recommended coverage using local or free flap [8, 20, 21]. For herein patient the soft tissue defect was 20 per 25 cm. Moreover, dura mater repair using non-vascularized autograft needed well vascularized tissue for coverage, also in view of subsequent radiotherapy.

Several free flaps are available for large defects in head and neck area, either cutaneous, muscular or combinations. ALT is preferred for scalp reconstruction, for medium size defects [22-26]. The main disadvantage of the ALT flap is unpredictable vascular anatomy, which can increase the surgery time [27, 28]. The perforator arteries require meticulous dissection and are less resistant to compression, contamination or infection [28]. When ALT is raised with a large muscle component the risk of developing complications is higher [28]. If is harvested with a large skin surface, the donor site is not able to be closed primarily, requiring a skin graft which is also associated with a higher rate of complications and decreased ambulation for first 2 weeks postoperatively. The more complex the ALT with inclusion of adjacent tissues on the same pedicle, the more increased the chance to develop complications.

Multiple flaps 3D arrangements to achieve recipient site requirements are very difficult if the anatomy is not favorable [29, 30]. For our
patient the ALT size was insufficient, unable to ensure complete coverage.

For subtotal or total scalp defects the only free flaps large enough to ensure complete coverage are the omentum flap and the LDFF [31]. The omentum free flap with split-thickness skin graft for scalp defects, first described by McLean and Bunc in 1972, needs laparotomy with increased morbidity at the donor site. Although easy to fold on a flat surface, on the head the omental flap suspension is tedious. Moreover, postoperative ambulation is limited until flap will adhere to the recipient site [22-24].

Latissimus dorsi has a reliable anatomy and is easy to harvest with minimal acceptable donor site morbidity and atrophy of the muscle provides a soft tissue thickness that closely approximates that of the native scalp [23, 25, 31]. LD offers more tissue bulk (thickness range 0.5-4.5 cm with an average of 1.5 cm) and secondary surgery such as calvarial reconstruction is possible [25, 31].

Fattah et al in case series report on giant head and neck basal cell carcinoma with bone and dura mater involvement, in two out of three cases chose LD for soft tissue defect coverage [32]. Hiernet et al favors the LDFF over the omental flap [31]. Skin grafting was postponed due to long operating time; it is our preference for delayed skin grafting. There was no donor-site morbidity in our case and entire muscle survived on single pedicle.

The paranasal sinuses need to be covered in order to protect the brain against nasal contamination [33]. Whenever dura resection and reconstruction are associated with orbital exenteration, primary coverage of the orbit is critical for protection against meningitis [34].

Due to complex defect, it is difficult for single muscle flap to achieve orbital, sinus and large defect coverage on top of it. Even though trimming and folding of the large surface muscle like LD could have provided all requirements, possible failure of the free flap would have left the whole recipient area open again.

Our strategy is damage-control oriented: one flap for orbit and sinus coverage and a second flap for large defect coverage. Even if the free flap on top of first flap fails, the barrier from nose area can still prevent contamination while preparing the second free flap operation. Temporalis muscle was reported as a very good choice for barrier to intracranial communication [35]. For our patient, the temporalis muscle was raised in pedicled fashion, rotated and fixed to fill the remaining of the right orbit and frontal sinus in a timely-fashion manner. The technique is straightforward, the muscle is readily available and the contouring is satisfactorily achieved using the muscle bulk. With smooth surfacing, due to zygoma excision and temporalis muscle coverage, LD mission to resurface the defect was achieved easily with improved final contouring.

Another option for orbital and sinus coverage is the chimeric flap of serratus anterior and LD [36]. The main drawback is the functional disabilities from sacrificing two muscles [37]. The serratus anterior muscle enables full abduction and flexion of the arm and sacrificing it will lead to “winging” of the scapula. The patient will be unable to elevate an arm above the horizontal plane [38]. Herein, the temporalis muscle was chosen due to defect proximity, minimal donor site comorbidities and shorter operating time.

Composite scalp and calvarial defects can undergo primary simultaneous reconstruction or scalp only reconstruction, knowing that there is no significant difference in complication rate between the two methods [39]. However, primary calvarial and zygoma reconstruction is contraindicated when the paranasal sinuses are opened; moreover, alloplastic material exposure rate after radiotherapy is increased [40]. Due to high recurrence risk, adjuvant radiotherapy and close follow-up required, the patient underwent scalp reconstruction without bone replacement. Later reconstruction of the upper third of the right face will be granted after 3 years follow-up with no recurrence. From our point of view, the nice contouring of the face middle third doesn’t require zygoma reconstruction. Eye reconstruction with prosthetics and lid reconstruction is also feasible, after oncologic follow-up.

PO complications after major head and neck surgery (involving free flaps) include medical complications and those related to donor and recipient site [41-43]. Most frequent
major complications are respiratory failure and pneumonia. In a prospective cohort study on 192 patients who underwent major head and neck surgery with free flap repair, 49 developed pneumonia [43]. Perisanidis et al reviewed 79 patient who underwent major head and neck surgery: 43% had pulmonary complications, from which 9% with respiratory failure [41]. McMahon et al report 8 cases of delirium out of 192 patients [42]. A frequent minor complication reported in the literature is the need for transfusion, as Perisanidis et al reported in 39% cases [43]. In a retrospective study on 282 patients who underwent head and neck surgery with free flap reconstructions, there was no statistical difference in flap failure rate between patient with transfusion vs. no transfusion group.[44]

The risk factors related with PO complications are the area of surgery, neck dissection, operating time, comorbidities and alcohol consumption [41, 42]. Herein, the patient developed PO pneumonia, posthemorrhagic anemia, and withdrawal syndrome, remitted under specific treatment.

For CSF leak through frontal sinus the patient underwent external lumbar drainage for 12 days and antibiotics. The CSF leak is very difficult to be avoided after craniectomy with dura mater plasty. In a prospective multicenter analysis study, the frequency of CSF leak is 7.7% [45]. Most of them respond to external lumbar drainage from 48 hours up to 10 days and only 2% require surgery. After the CSF leak subsides, is recommended to keep the drainage another 3 to 5 days in order to provide time for the fistula to heal [46]. Craniotomy, CSF leak and the effusion found in the frontal sinus during surgery are risk factors for meningitis [45, 47].

POD 9 CT scan reevaluation revealed an extradural hematoma, which slowly resolved without motor impairment under conservatory treatment. In literature, the cases in which this complication occurs after head surgery ranges from 0.8% up to 1.3% [48]. Pichierri et al recommend conservatory treatment for small extradural hematoma, if the neurological status of the patient permits [48].

Final histology showed positive margins on dura mater and the mastoid bone. Sherry et al in a retrospective study reported 3.2% rate of positive margins after standard excision for different histologic types of basal cell carcinoma, including BSC [49]. There are no clear protocols in managing incomplete excision. In literature, three types of approaches are described when positive margins are involved: re-excision, adjuvant radiotherapy and wait-and-see.

A retrospective study reveals 25% cases of recurrence out of 62% patients with positive margins who underwent observations [49]. Liu et al, in a study in which 120 patients underwent radiotherapy and 67 were under observations after surgical treatment, reported 6% recurrence rate for adjuvant radiotherapy and 31% for the patients under observation [50, 51]. For our patient the decision was for adjuvant radiotherapy, due to BSC aggressive features and high risk of recurrence and positive margins. Close follow-up with complete clinical examination monthly in the first year and CT-scans at every 6 months for the first 2 years are advised [5].

Facial nerve palsy morbidity is major for the eye with less morbidity for middle and lower face [52]. The patient did not complain of motor function absence on right hemiface.

Perisanidis et al report a median duration of hospitalization stay after free flap surgery of 34 days (22-48 days) when major complications are involved [41]. One of the most important factors for hospital stay in head and neck surgery is operation time. Lofti et al report a hazard ratio of 1.34 for surgeries longer than 220 minutes vs. those lasting under 220 minutes [53]. A cost-effectiveness analysis of 39 free tissue transfers reported an average cost of 24.737€ per case with 16 days of hospitalization [54]. Our patient was discharged after major head and neck surgery that lasted 1020 minutes and 23 days of PO recovery, with viable flap and split-thickness skin graft fully integrated, overall cost of hospitalization and treatment was 5000€.

**Conclusion**

Patient with invasive BSC can benefit from major surgery comprising wide excision and soft tissue extensive reconstruction. Interdisciplinary approach with assessment
from pathology and radiology specialists helps designing the operating plan. Intense reanimation, follow-up and radiotherapy for positive margins are mandatory. This holistic approach yields no recurrence on short-term evaluation.

Further follow-up and life-quality assessment is needed. The cost-benefit ratio is favorable.
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